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INTRODUCTION

The Wyre Forest is a unique area of exceptional beauty, rich biodiversity and
deep history, but one which is still under-recognised as one of England’s really
special places.
Wyre Forest is England’s largest contiguous area of ancient woodland, covering
some 2500 ha. In this regard alone it has national significance, scale and impact.
However this is magnified further through a complex interlinked mosaic of habitats previous generations have carved into the woodland. This includes rides,
clearings, species rich meadows, orchards, heathlands, ponds and wetlands.
The Forest is set within a wider productive agricultural landscape in the Severn
Valley.
This Strategy attempts to create a framework to sustain the Wyre Forest for future
generations at a time of great structural change. This needs to support the Forest’s rich resource for our communities, wildlife and heritage, by creating a model
to productively and profitably manage it and by building a powerful and stable
partnership between the public, private and not-for-profit sectors to make it all
happen.
Forestry is a long term business. Part of our task is to set in motion a woodland
that is more resilient and will be of value for the following generations A fundamental part of that will be recreating broadleaved woodland from extensive conifer plantations, essential to sustain and enhance an amazing array of wildlife habitats and species.
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A VISION FOR WYRE

A 50 YEAR
VISION FOR
WYRE

The Wyre Forest is mostly ancient woodland: 2400 hectares of it
– the largest contiguous forest of that kind in the whole of England. Though there were trees here before there were human
beings, the forest we know today is the product of our history.
Landscapes change, particularly when people manage them.
We will manage this one by caring for wildlife in all its diversity
and encouraging a flourishing woodland economy. The forest of
the future will be nourished by its past; it will weave together a
range of communities and different sorts of landscape. We want
it to be, in the words of John Ruskin, ‘beautiful, peaceful, and
fruitful’. We want it to generate wealth, serve the needs of visitors seeking refreshment, and resonate in human memory.
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Our Vision can be
summarised in the
following statements
that have linked action
areas associated with
them in the pages that
follow;

1.The Forest will have been recognised as one of England’s most important ancient woodlands.
Wyre will have adapted structurally to a changing climate within an inspirational 21st-century woodland landscape meeting society’s needs and carbon targets.
2.Wyre evokes a powerful sense of place and this is celebrated by the communities and people of
the Forest, and shared by visitors who value the special qualities. There is a recognition that the
landscape of Wyre Forest and its setting is highly distinctive, diverse and culturally complex. The
story of Wyre is ingrained in its landscape and will be written by the generations to come
3.The forest will have a more natural woodland landscape, managed to increase the diversity of tree
species characteristic of the ancient woodland of Wyre with a varied age structure from young saplings to aging veterans
4.A rich mosaic of woodland and well connected open habitats will have been developed, incorporating meadows and orchards, patches of heathland and a network of ‘rides’ through the forest.
5.Populations of key woodland species will have been secured. Habitat management and species
introductions will have allowed for species migration in response to changes in climate. Reintroductions of key species will have contributed to the natural processes of the woodland.
6.The people and communities of the Wyre Forest will understand, recognise and celebrate the national significance and value of the Forest and will have opportunities to become involved in its maintenance and development. It will be a core part of their quality of life, enhancing health and wellbeing.
7.A vibrant woodland enterprise culture will support and complement Wyre’s landscape, turning its
timber into a diverse range of products needed and valued by society.
8.The Wyre Forest will be an excellent place to visit, with great facilities and activities designed for its
core family audience. Interactive and stimulating information about the Forest, its landscape and wildlife will be easily accessible.
9.The Wyre Forest will be widely known as a distinctive destination complementing Cleobury Country
and the Severn Valley. Wyre will have a national reputation for high quality tourism, food and local
products derived from the woodland and surrounding landscapes.
10.The Wyre Forest will be recognised as a significant national centre for woodland learning, research and monitoring, supporting formal and informal learning and skills development in all its
forms, underpinned by a deep evidence base.
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A STATEMENT OF
SIGNIFICANCE
ABOUT TODAY’S
WYRE FOREST

The oak is an emblem of England and Englishness. It has stood for centuries as a
mark of strength, beauty, mystery and variety. There is nothing quite as majestic.
But no two oak trees ever seem quite the same, so an oak forest feels like a community. Individual in themselves, the trees gain in beauty and power when experienced in the mass.
The Wyre Forest is primarily an oak forest, but it also contains other kinds of tree
and other sorts of landscape. For much of prehistory it was a ‘wildwood’, and you
will still find rowan, hazel and ash among the oaks today, and a wide variety of
trees. There are also patches of heathland in the forest, and varied undergrowth.
Sometimes you come across ponds, large and small, and streams and rivers, including the mighty Severn. All these kinds of landscape have their different ecologies. It’s easy to forget that, along with the beetles and woodpeckers, the forest is
home to kingfishers, newts and dragonflies.
The diversity of landscapes is partly created by the plants and creatures that depend on them. Visitors cannot fail to have noticed the fallow deer, once hunted by
kings when the Wyre was a hunting forest. There is a wide range of birds – the
lesser spotted woodpecker, the green woodpecker, the crossbill, the carrion
crow, buzzards, long-eared owls and, occasionally, nightingales. There are hopes
that the nightjar, whose voice once haunted the heathland, will be heard there
again before long. There are the earthbound creatures too: not only deer, but
badgers, foxes, squirrels and so on down to the tiny dormice and woodmice, virtually invisible to us, but constantly watched for by predatory birds. There are reptiles too: lizards, slow worms, grass snakes, adders, the last of these now sadly
becoming rare. Most of these creatures feed on the innumerable varieties of insects and invertebrates which themselves thrive on the trees and their detritus:
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every imaginable kind of beetle, the very common wood ant,
glow-worms, gall wasps, caddis flies and butterflies. There is
an exceptional range of butterflies. One of them, the pearlbordered fritillary, stunningly beautiful with its orange marbled wings, is rare outside the Wyre.
And then the flowers. If you go to the forest in May, you will
see the bluebells gleaming in the shade. You will see wild
anemones and wood sorrel, wood cranesbill and, increasingly, wild orchids. There are gorse and heather in the heathland, and abundant fungi giving seasonal flushes of toadstools.
The Wyre is predominantly ancient woodland. Long before
humans came to Britain 10,000 years ago, the region was
thickly forested. If we care to dream a little, the Wyre can link
us to that era, though it is not in fact primeval. It is indeed a
cultivated space, made by human culture and human needs.
Trees and their management have been part of this
landscape since the end of the last Ice Age. People have
lived in the forest off and on and still do. They have cared for
the landscape in innumerable ways, exploited it, feared it and
taken delight in it. Seasonal hunters, Iron Age settlers, feudal
lords, miners, farmers and generations of woodland communities have each left their imprint. Typical modern visitors include picnicking families, parties of schoolchildren who stop
off at the Wyre Forest Discovery Centre, and enthusiasts for
the woodland and the quality of its produce, many of whom
invest in social enterprises and buy from farmers’ markets.
So we are still causing change. The evidence is there to be
found in both the forest and its hinterland. If we have
changed the forest, it is also true that the forest has changed
us – changed our communities and provided the things that

shape our lives. This is social and economic evolution. It has
been significant in creating the circumstances that have led
to the development of locally distinctive habitats and biodiversity. All of these things can be sustained and enhanced, now
and in the future, by forest management and the active presence of human communities. Things will inevitably change.
Let us work for the kinds of change that will benefit both people and the forest.
We need to be aware of what we do. As we know to our cost
in modern times, biodiversity needs conscious protection. It’s
no longer enough to let the forest get on with its life. Nor can
we, as human beings, pursue our needs and interests without
care or reflection. People will keep on coming to the Wyre for
leisure and adventure. They will also pursue their economic
needs. If we reflect on the well-being of all in the forest – the
trees and the wild flowers, the deer and the butterflies, the
rivers and the woodland paths – we can maintain its diversity
and help to nurture it. We can harvest the trees – coppice
them, thin the woodland, supply the market for timber. If we
do so with care and foresight, we not only provide benefits
for ourselves; we give the trees the space they need to flourish. The practice of harvesting might be taken as a model for
everything we do. If visitors to the forest, for example, respect
the wildlife there, they will come to learn more about the
woodland and want to live harmoniously with it. The Victorian
thinker John Ruskin, whose Guild of St George owns a few of
the forest’s 2400 hectares, urged his followers to make their
‘small piece of English ground … beautiful, peaceful, and
fruitful.’ We should all desire that for the Wyre Forest today.
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INTRODUCTION TO WYRE

ABOUT THE
WYRE FOREST
LANDSCAPE
PARTNERSHIP

The Wyre Forest Landscape Partnership (WFLP) was established under the Chairmanship of Professor Chris Baines in early 2013. The Partnership’s primary aim
is to underpin the future of the Wyre Forest by the creation of new frameworks
and partnerships that will conserve and sustainably manage the Wyre.
WFLP builds on past projects that have produced a number of notable successes
including extensive biodiversity and heritage gains. Of particular relevance is the
Grow With Wyre project, a Heritage Lottery Fund Landscape Partnership scheme
which raised more than £4 million for a range of projects across the Forest.
The intention is to expand and extend this work. The primary objective of future
woodland management is to bring the SSSI into favourable condition and to further enhance the ecological resilience of the forest.
Our aim is to establish self sustaining management systems for the conservation
and restoration of the Wyre Forest’s amazing ancient woodland landscape and
associated mosaic of habitats, rebuilding biodiversity and creating resilience.
Whilst there will be a need for continued public funding to support public benefits
derived from the woodlands especially conservation, education, recreation, this
will be underpinned by profitable forestry operations.
As a first step towards achieving this it was agreed to produce a jointly agreed
Strategy for Wyre. This document is the result of extensive discussions and debate within a wide range of partners from many different disciplines and viewpoints.
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H OW THE P ARTNERSHIP W ORKS
The Wyre Forest Landscape Partnership (WFLP) has a structure designed primarily
around the core tasks it has been established to complete between 2013 and 2016.
In summary these key outcomes are;
✴ Agreement of the first strategic Management Strategy for the Wyre Forest;
✴ An associated Delivery Plan which translates the Strategy’s aspirations into a 5 year
programme;
✴ The identification and sourcing of financial and other resources needed to implement
the Delivery Plan;
✴ The alignment of the key public bodies and their partners working across the public
forest estate within a shared operational plan, allocating available resources, sharing
skills and adding value;
✴ The safeguarding of the wildlife of the Forest including achieving favourable condition across the extensive Sites of Special Scientific.
To see these aspirations through, the Partnership has developed a structure to properly
debate and rigorously test the Strategy. Wyre’s landscape is complex and precious so
care has been taken to ensure that the right balance of experts, organisations and local
community representatives were involved.
Key strategic direction and leadership originates from the Wyre Forest Landscape Partnership Broad which contains the key bodies with overarching responsibility for manage-
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C ORE P ARTNERS
Forestry Commission

ment. Reporting to the Board are four Working Groups, covering land management, the
rural economy, historic environment and learning and access. Each of the 5 Groups has
around 15 members, and although there are people who sit on more than one group,
there are around 60 organisations who are actively engaged.

Natural England
Butterfly Conservation
Wyre Community Land Trust
Bewdley Development Trust
Cleobury Country
Wyre Forest District Council
Wyre Forest Study Group
Worcestershire County Council
Guild of St George
Royal Forestry Society
English Heritage
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W ORKING G ROUP
M EMBERS
Forestry Commission
Natural England
Butterfly Conservation
Wyre Community Land Trust
Bewdley Development Trust
Cleobury Country

H OW T HIS S TRATEGY H AS BEEN D EVELOPED
Since the first meetings of the Wyre Forest Landscape Partnership in January
2013 this Strategy has been evolving via a wide group of partners and specialists.
There was no template for this type of Strategy, so the first task was to settle on a
format and framework to cover the range of issues and opportunities within this
unique ancient woodland asset. The “glue” for this has been the agreement of a
shared vision representing the common aspirations of all partners.
The specialist working groups, over many meetings, have worked on the sections
on which they have expertise and specialist knowledge. Using the shared vision
as a foundation, they have debated and mounded each action area, and also
proofed and challenged work across other areas.

Wyre Forest District Council
Wyre Forest Study Group
Worcestershire County Council
Guild of St George
Royal Forestry Society
English Heritage
Shropshire Council
Council for British Archaeology
Wyre Forest Society

The 10 Action Areas which form the main body of this document are the net results of this, together with the objectives and targets flowing from each.
The WFLP Board’s role has been to scrutinise, challenge and test the scope and
breadth of this document. The Board can also ensure that the core partners and
those who have the means to create policy and funding frameworks around it,
are engaged and committed to seeing it through.
There has been much effort to underpin this document with some realism too. As
much as there are aspirational targets, there is an awareness about the changing
funding and political landscape. Thus the delivery plan will test these much further and ensure that the resources and means to bring this to fruition can be sourced.

C ONSULTATION

Environment Agency
RSPB
Worcestershire Wildlife Trust
Shropshire Wildlife Trust

To form and shape this draft Strategy, it has been necessary to concentrate the
debate within this representative, wide ranging but closed group. The Partnership are aware that this has excluded some key organisations and groups and it
now needs to get the views of the people and communities who live in, work in
and use the Forest.

Shropshire Council
Uncllys Farm
Cleobury Footpaths Association
Cleobury Golf Club
The Copper Pot
Little Lakes
Forest Services
Other community and landowner representatives
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WYRE’S
HISTORICAL
AND
CULTURAL
CONTEXT

The environmental and cultural character of Wyre and its setting is highly distinctive. It is located in a landscape that has broadly evolved as a result of the interaction of the River Severn with an area that lies at the boundary of a high plateau
and the rolling lowlands leading towards the Severn Vale. 10,000 years of sociopolitical, cultural and economic forces have adapted and modified the landscape
to create a place that has a definitive signature character.

E ARLY P REHISTORY
The earliest recorded settlement is located just east of modern Wyre, north of
Wribbenhall. The site was excavated revealing evidence of temporary shelters
and a hearth that contained the charred remains of hazelnut fragments. Scientific
dating of the fragments revealed they were around 8800 years old. This is within
the period of prehistory called the Mesolithic (10,000 - 4,000BC): a time when a
nomadic hunter gatherer society was developing the technology of flint working
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to a very high standard. The site near Wribbenhall has been
interpreted as a seasonal hunting camp. The hazelnuts would
have been gathered from the surrounding woodland.
A wide distribution of discarded flint artefacts has revealed
how the landscape was being intensively exploited as a natural hunting resource throughout earlier prehistory. The discovery of a Neolithic (4,000 - 2,300BC) flint axe at Dowles in addition to a group of Bronze Age (2,300 - 700BC) axes near
Bewdley is evidence of the earliest farmers settling in the locality. At this time, the large-scale clearance of post-glacial
wildwood was common practice as society became less nomadic and began to manage the landscape and its natural
resources to support a slowly expanding population. This is
tantalising evidence of prehistoric communities beginning to
occupy the landscape. Aside from the Wribbenhall site, direct evidence of earlier prehistoric settlement remains elusive
prior to the Iron Age (700BC - 43AD).

T HE L ATER P REHISTORIC AND
R OMANO -B RITISH P ERIODS
The arrival of the Iron Age saw a population that was continuing to increase and, in common with much of Britain, society
had become largely settled and also organised into large
tribes. It is from this period that we can see the presence of

ancient society preserved in the landscape of Wyre. In 2007
a Lidar survey of Wyre (light detection and ranging) was carried out as part of the Grow With Wyre project. Lidar records
the surface of the land in high detail and it has revealed the
earthen banks and ditches of several prehistoric settlements
commonly located on promontories of high ground that overlook the Dowles and Severn Valleys. An example is at Kingswood, which is situated just beyond the central-northern
edge of Wyre. This is the largest of the settlements and it may
have been a local administrative centre and meeting place
for the extended family groups that lived in smaller settlement
in the surrounding area.
By the time of the Roman advance across Britain in the 1st 2nd centuries AD, Wyre's landscape was settled by an extensive farming community that also consumed goods via established local, regional and possibly international markets. At
this time the identity of Wyre Forest was still not established.
Indeed, the landscape may have largely been devoid of mature trees, although woodland management and coppicing
would have been established practice: wood products being
a primary resource. There are no Roman villa sites recorded
in Wyre, although this is not unexpected because villas are
not commonplace in North Worcestershire or South Shropshire. Roman period coins have been found near Hawkbatch
Farm in the East of Wyre, adjacent to the Severn. However,
West of Wyre is the impressive Wall Town Roman Fort, which
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survives as a large earthwork. This was a military site during
the early decades of the Roman campaign. However, by the
2nd century AD the site had evolved into a larger civilian settlement that remained occupied at least until the 4th century
AD.

T HE P OST -R OMAN AND M EDIEVAL P ERIODS
This marks the beginning of a significant historical period
which saw the Forest of Wyre defined as a distinctive place
within the landscape. The early medieval period (6th - 11th
century AD) is sometimes referred to as The Dark Ages. In
Wyre's landscape this is, perhaps, an apt description, at
least in terms of established archaeological sites. There is
currently no evidence of when communities migrated from
established prehistoric settlements towards the settlements
that became established as towns, villages and hamlets as
the medieval centuries progressed. Nonetheless, there is no
suggestion that the landscape was abandoned following the
Roman withdrawal. Indeed, documentary evidence refers to
the presence of a powerful Royal Manor at Kinlet, which was
held at one time by Edith, Queen to Edward the Confessor
(1042 - 1066). The Manor would not have existed in isolation.
Small dispersed settlements and farms would have been established within woodland clearings, alongside drove roads
and at the edges of Wyre. The landscape was not necessarily heavily wooded at this time. Historic Landscape Characterisation projects in Shropshire and Worcestershire suggest
prior to current field enclosures there were many areas of unenclosed heathland associated with areas of managed woodland.
Wyre Forest was established by the 11th century gaining
greater status throughout the late medieval period (12th 15th century AD). It was a royal hunting chase during the
early part of this period, subject to Forest Law, but was also
under the control of Roger de Mortimer before reverting back
to the Crown. At least three areas of park existed in Wyre.
These were associated with Cleobury, Tickenhill Palace and
Ribbesford. Throughout the late medieval period the impact
of settlement, industry and farming began to shape the cultural landscape of Wyre into something resembling its modern form. The relationship between Wyre Forest and the development of Bewdley as a key river port during the 15th century was a direct result of the economic potential of the medieval Forest. West of the forest Cleobury Mortimer developed
during the 14th century at a time when the Manor was held
by Roger de Mortimer, later becoming a market town. Many
of the small, dispersed settlements, isolated farmsteads and
smallholdings that characterise Wyre today have origins in

the late medieval period. Industrial activity was also beginning to influence the landscape at this time. Snuffmill with its
associated group of ponds located within the deep natural
cutting, once known as The Golden Valley, is documented as
far back as 1336. Dowles Brook also supported a string of
mills leading to modification of the watercourse and the construction of more water storage. In the west of Wyre iron ore
was being mined from the 14th century.

T HE P OST - MEDIEVAL P ERIOD
The period beginning in the 16th century saw an increase of
industrial land use, coppicing and craft specialisation. Wyre
was at the heart of the looming age of industrialisation. By the
17th century, the extent of Wyre was broadly similar to the
modern forest. The character of Wyre, however, is likely to
have changed considerably following the decline and breakup of the parkland estates, which heralded an increase of
woodland production and intensive land management. Small
and larger-scale coal mining became established during the
17th and 18th centuries leaving a distinctive signature in the
form of a succession of pits in the landscape. Craft specialisation increased, however, and charcoal production in support of industry dominated and, perhaps, peaked before the
dominance of coal created a substantial demand for coppice
wood. In the mid-nineteenth century coppice management
began to change to incorporate the retention of selected
trees to be grown on through several coppice rotations to provide a source of larger diameter timber, in the system known
as ‘coppice with standards’. The landscape-scale impact of
this phase of intensive management is clearly evident in the
results of the Lidar survey, which revealed an intricate network of tracks, substantial extraction tracks or "tushings"
along with coppice boundaries, woodbanks and ditches; all
bearing testament to the scale of activity.

T HE 19 TH AND 20 TH C ENTURIES
The 19th century marked the beginning of a period of gradual decline in Forest industry. This was to some extent offset
by the increase in fruit production that, to some extent, profited from the construction of the Bewdley to Woofferton and
Severn Valley railway lines. The Great Western Railway
opened up access throughout the West Midlands and Welsh
Marches regions, operating for a century until 1963. Many
new orchards were planted and fruit production increased to
an industrial scale in order to serve both local consumption
and the markets of Birmingham and the Black Country. The
prominence of orchards declined throughout the 20th century
however, and the effect on the landscape is still evident in the
field systems, particularly, to the south and west of the Forest.
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In the early decades of the twentieth century the demand for
oak bark for tanning, oak casks for the potteries industry and
charcoal went into steep decline. The value of coppice products fell by more than half over just a few years and, during
the 1920s and 30s, large areas of coppice were abandoned.
The coppice stools were generally reduced to a single stem,
or ‘singled’ and a uniform high forest structure developed,
with even aged oak over an understorey in which the number
and variety of trees and shrubs was greatly reduced. Coinciding with this decline in the traditional forestry practices,
the Forestry Commission began operations in the area in
1926. Plantations of Spruce, Western Hemlock, Corsican and
Scots Pine, European Larch and Beech were established,
particularly on Forestry Commission and Cadbury’s Estate
land within the Wyre Forest during the 1940s and 1950s.

The 1940s saw a brief, yet historically significant, association
between Wyre and the military. Sturt Common was for a time
home to the United States military in the lead-up to the D-Day
landings at Normandy. Post-war the base was re-deployed
as a storage depot for the Royal Navy.
South-east of Sturt the area known as Birchen Vallets has
been in use as a rocket motor test for several decades. Both
sites may seem ephemeral when compared with, for example, the industrial sites, but nonetheless they have left their
own signature contributing in part to Wyre's landscape diversity.
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GEOGRAPHICAL
CONTEXT

L OCATION
The Wyre Forest is situated in the English West Midlands, west of the suite of communities of the Birmingham conurbation and on the borders of Worcestershire,
Shropshire and Staffordshire. The woodland forms a natural gateway between
the Black Country and the sparser landscapes of Marches and Welsh borders.
The River Severn bisects the Forest, with the river port of Bewdley on its eastern
flank, whilst its western side stretches to the market town of Cleobury Mortimer.
The current main extent of the Wyre Forest reaches some eight kilometres from
the west bank of the River Severn with another large block on the east of the river.
The irregular edges of the main block, and several woods almost contiguous to
the south, suggest a much larger extent of forest in the past. This probably
stretched along the Severn from Worcester to Bridgnorth.
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The greater part of the forest lies within a triangle defined by
the ridges which form the watershed of Dowles Brook. The
triangle forms a basin sloping from its western edge, which
runs from Clows Top to Bagginswood, down to the confluence of Dowles Brook and River Severn. Steep-sided valleys, and the frequency of seepages and of poorly drained
soils, mean that cross-country routes avoid the forest and
roads follow the ridges around it.
Starting from Bewdley, a clockwise circuit takes us up Long
Bank, along the Callow Hill ridge and the Tenbury Road,
across a marshy saddle at Blakemoor Farm and up to Clows

Top. We then head for Cleobury Mortimer, but cut north
across Wyre Common to cross the Kinlet road. The watershed runs close to the minor road north to Baggins Wood,
where it meets another ridge running south east towards Button Bridge and thence zig-zags across the road back to
Bewdley. The highest points on the watershed are Church
Hill, above Bayton Common, at 231 metres above sea level
and Bagginswood at 195m; the confluence of Dowles with
the Severn lies at 15 metres above sea level.
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L AND O WNERSHIP

Wyre Forest ownership

Hectares

%

Forestry Commission

1051.50

43

Natural England

369.00

15

Other managed

623.90

25

Unmanaged/ not known

411.00
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D ESIGNATIONS

The Wyre forest is composed of;
Site of Special Scientific Interest (SSSI)
National Nature Reserve of predominantly oak high forest
of 100-120 years old

Ha
1755.7
600

Ancient Semi Natural Woodland, roughly comparable to
the NNR and covering the oak high-forest and also the
railway embankments on the current cycle path.

1564

Ancient Replanted woodland predominantly Forestry
Commission and private ownership currently with conifer
crops on them.

1130.7
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A NCIENT W OODLAND
Ancient woodlands are one of the UK’s most significant resources, they have a human and ecological time depth seen
in few other landscapes. The Wyre Forest is one of the largest ancient lowland woods in England, an extensive complex
of woodland and wood edge habitats containing both lowland and upland woodland elements. Wyre is one of only 14
sites in England with more than 300 ha of ancient woodland,
but is the largest area which has survived as a contiguous
block.

Wyre’s woodlands have evolved and changed over time. It’s
landscape has always been a woodland interspersed with
open areas. This was typical of most British forests in medieval times, and Wyre is one of the few forests left in Britain
which still retains this type of structure.
Today’s Forest is a remnant of tract of woodland that covered
much of south Shropshire, southwest Staffordshire and north
Worcestershire. This preserved continuity makes Wyre not
only a distinctive landscape in its own right but it’s wide
range and mosaic of habitats and the notable species diversity it contains, makes it nationally exceptional.
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W YRE ’ S W OODLAND T YPES AND
S PECIES
Woodland types by area and percentage (from National
Forestry Inventory data)

Tree Species by area and percentage in the Forestry Commission holding*
Species

Woodland type

Broadleaf

Conifer

Open area(s)

Mixed, predominantly conifer

Mixed, predominantly broadleaved

Ha

%

1556

976

118

107

64

54

34

4

4

2

Assumed woodland

59

12

2

0

Percentag
e (%)

Oak

325.8

31.2

Douglas Fir

181.2

17.3

Beech

132.4

12.7

Corsican pine

130.2

12.5

Scots Pine

62.1

5.9

Western hemlock

38.2

3.7

Japanese larch

32.4

3.1

Norway spruce

21

2

Birch

19.5

1.9

European larch

17.9

1.7

13

1.2

Lawsons cypress

6.4

0.6

Western red cedar

2.2

0.2

Nothofagus

0.6

0.1

62

5.9

TOTAL

TOTAL

1044.9

100

Mixed broadleaves

Other**

Young trees and shrubs

Area (ha)

*FC sub-compartment breakdown only as the National Forestry Inventory
does not breakdown by species.
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L ANDSCAPE S ETTING
Wyre forms an integral part of the wooded landscapes of the
central Severn Valley. It is a distinctive functional landscape,
moulded over centuries to deliver the needs of society. The
Forest’s use ranged from a hunting chase to an intensive coppice underpinning the industrial revolution, supplying charcoal, coal and timber products. Latterly the area grew fruit
and that created a legacy orchard landscape. The indelible
marks of each episode remain within it and have enriched it
as a very unique and precious place within the UK.
The Forest sits within a diverse rolling farmed landscape. The
land is mixed, often intensive enclosed arable agricultural
land, although the hedgerows structure is now quite weak.

The rolling farmed land sits alongside some notable estates
and the post-industrial landscapes of the Shirebrookdale
coalfield. There are areas of smaller mixed field patterns with
more distinctive hedgerows on the western side of the Forest.
On the eastern side, the Forest runs up to the urban fringes
of Kidderminster and Stourport-on-Severn..
The Forest is difficult to take in as a whole landscape entity
other than from at vantage points like the nearby Clee Hills, it
is easy to pass by the Forest and get no sense of the whole
hidden asset. The road network mostly skirts around its
boundaries and within the Forest narrow sinuous lanes criss
cross it, and the banks and woodland cover give it an intimate enclosed feeling.
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L AND M ANAGEMENT
Most woodland areas have seen some kind of management,
but there is a significant split between the areas of broadleaves and conifers.
Within the conifer crop, predominantly managed by the Forestry Commission, a wide range of species types occur including Douglas Fir, Corsican Pine, Larch, Scots Pine and
Western Hemlock. The planting and species mix shows no
particular pattern or connection to soil type and some crops
have been more successful than others. Most of the conifer
woodland is actively managed.
The broadleaf woodland area represents around 50% of the
Forestry Commission area, most of the Natural England and
the privately managed areas. It is dominated by mature oak
with areas of beech, birch, recently managed coppice and
other mixed species. There is anecdotal evidence that the
oak in Wyre is slow growing, possibly as result of oak pox
(thought to be a result of the scale insect ‘kermes’).
The surrounding agricultural land has a mixed farming economy. It is more often arable in larger open fields, with more
limited areas of livestock and other uses interspersed.

Wyre’s important unimproved meadows and orchards have
survived as remnants scattered throughout the woodland.
Many of these have been bought back into management
through a conservation grazing and management partnership between Natural England and the Wyre Community
Land Trust. The Trust use mobile herds of cattle and flocks of
sheep to graze these isolated areas, and has developed a
large group of volunteers who undertake a range of
Woodland management grants under past England Woodland
Grant Schemes (EWGS) showing a ramping up of interest from
owners in the past 25 years.
Scheme

Hectares*

EWGS 1

9.70

EWGS 2

164.30

EWGS 3

840.80

Felling licences

755.80

• *Some woodland will be double counted as it comes into a number of
schemes but total land under EWGS is 920 hectares
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B IODIVERSITY
Wyre is an area of very high ecological value reflected in the
large areas of SSSI and the National Nature Reserve. In addition to the woodlands, of particular note are the areas of orchards and exceptional unimproved grasslands within the
forest area. It is thought that Wyre and its environs contain
around 4% of the national area of unimproved grasslands.
The habitats across Wyre includes woodland clearings that
support nationally important metapopulations of bats and the
pearl-bordered fritillary butterfly. Breeding birds in the Wyre
Forest area include wood warbler, redstart, pied flycatcher,
tree pipit and lesser-spotted woodpecker, white dipper, grey
wagtail and kingfisher are found on the larger streams. It also
has a nationally outstanding assemblage of reptiles and amphibians, including the adder and palmate newt.

rocks within the forest are predominantly acid sandstones,
shales, mudstones and clays in thin, discontinuous layers,
giving soils of acid brownearth and podzolic types where the
coarser rocks are freely draining, and gleyed, waterlogged
soils on finer materials and where seepages occur.

G EODIVERSITY
The Forest lies within the Abberley and Malvern Hills Geopark containing rock formations of outstanding geological interest, which span over 700 million years to include some of the
oldest the oldest rocks in England. The Geopark Way
passes through the Wyre Forest. http://geopark.org.uk/pub/

G EOLOGY AND SOILS
Wyre Forest lies on a dome of Coal Measures rocks of the Upper Carboniferous, deeply dissected by Dowles Brook. Only
traces of coal occur within the main part of the forest, except
in small areas to the east and west, where early bell pit mining accessed thin seams, but to the north and the south,
where the rocks are downfaulted later strata, coal has been
mined from the medieval period until mid 20th century. The
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3

ACTION AREAS

ACTION AREA
ONE: THE
NATIONAL
SIGNIFICANCE
AND ROLE OF
WYRE

A 50 Y EAR V ISION FOR T HE N ATIONAL S IGNIFICANCE
AND

R OLE OF W YRE

The Forest will have been recognised as one of England’s most important
ancient woodlands. Wyre will have adapted structurally to a changing climate within an inspirational 21st-century woodland landscape meeting society’s needs and carbon targets.
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A 50 Year Vision for
The National
Significance and Role
of Wyre
(continued)

The Forest will have achieved national status as a biodiversity reservoir, assisting species
migration and adaptation because it has reached a critical mass. The Forest is well connected into surrounding landscapes including the Severn Valley corridor and west towards the Clee Hills. It is playing a part in delivery of the region’s ecosystem services,
helping to meet targets for carbon reduction both in physical terms and by working to provide low carbon fuels and products.
Wyre’s has created a centre of excellence built around the renaissance of the Forest; a
nationally recognised model of sustainable woodland management. This has involved
the public, private and social enterprise sectors working together in partnership. The expertise and skills gained will have helped to stimulate a range of other such initiatives
and economies across the UK. This has helping to bring many areas of woodland back
into productive management and created a new generation of skilled woodland managers and workers.
Although the Wyre has a strong economy, it is still a place in which people can find space
to breathe and recharge. Within the working woodlands a structure has been created
that provides tranquility and maintains a ‘wildwood feeling’. In a such a busy, crowded
country this is of huge value to our communities.
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OBJECTIVES
Objective

Rationale:

Targets for 2025

Indicators of
success

N1

To create Wyre as a Wyre has the stability, structure, scale • To have established Wyre as an
national centre of
and partnership to help drive and
exemplar UK site for sustainable
excellence for

underpin a national renaissance

sustainable

across native broadleaved

broadleaved woodland management.

• National
recognition of
Wyre as a
model for

woodland

• To have used this to help other sites
woodlands. This demonstrates how a
adapt to the challenges of a changing

management.

resilient, ecologically rich and

climate and to re-skill new generations

woodland

economically productive resource can

of woodland managers and workers;

management.

sustainable

provide for the needs of our
communities.
N2

To develop exemplar Wyre needs to play a part in
woodland

reducing greenhouse gas emissions

management models and to play its role in mitigating
adapted to a

climate change, whilst ensuring the

changing climate,

Forest is best prepared for the

linked to a low

impacts of climate change including

• Understand and enhance the value of A low carbon
Wyre as a provider of green services economy in the
within the region.
• Implement low carbon woodland
management methods;

Wyre Forest;
Adoption of
appropriate land
management

carbon economy

• Wherever practical local needs (e.g.
enhancing landscape interconnectivity
food, materials, energy) should be

and with the

and developing adaptable woodland

reduce greenhouse

landscape

management structures.

connectivity

met locally;

practices that

• Understand impacts of climate change gas emissions and
on key features in the Forest and
store carbon.

necessary to deliver

guidance provided on the potential

ecosystem services.

impact of mitigation and adaptation
measures;

N3

The development of
a landscape vision

Wyres resilience and ability to adapt • A completed landscape vision plan for • Completed
will be enhanced by ensuring it is
Wyre placing the Forest in its regional
plans and work

map for the Wyre

physically connected to its

that identifies

surrounding landscape and habitats

strategic gaps and
enhances
connectivity.

context;

in progress

• Work underway to connect habitats
and link outliers and isolated areas
together;
• Targeted new planting areas around
the Forest to fill strategic gaps and act
as buffer zones.
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ACTION AREA
TWO:
ARCHAEOLOGY
AND CULTURAL
HERITAGE

A 50 Y EAR V ISION FOR A RCHAEOLOGY AND C ULTURAL

H ERITAGE

Wyre evokes a powerful sense of place and this is celebrated by the communities and people of the Forest, and shared by visitors who value the special
qualities. There is a recognition that the landscape of Wyre Forest and its
setting is highly distinctive, diverse and culturally complex. The story of
Wyre is ingrained in its landscape and will be written by the generations to
come.
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A 50 Year Vision for
Archaeology and
Cultural Heritage
(continued)

The story of Wyre’s landscape has been written by generations of people who settled,
crafted and worked the land for many centuries eventually creating a great forest by the
Severn. The landscape that contains Wyre Forest has been associated with human activity for at least 10,000 years. The landscape has been continuously exploited for food and
natural resources, intensively managed for raw materials, and has been modified and
shaped as a direct result of settlement, farming and industry.
Wyre will be a well-researched landscape benefitting from holistic interpretation that recognises and promotes the relationship between the mosaic of landscapes, distinctive
habitats, social history and cultural land-use. There will be sustainable management of
the diverse and culturally complex landscape, its heritage assets, vernacular buildings
and multi-period archaeology, views and settlements.
Wyre will support a thriving creative community that celebrates the landscape through
arts and commerce that continue the deep traditions of craft and innovation rooted in this
place. Wyre will be alive with a vibrant culture that shares its ancestry and stories in a
sensitively managed landscape of conservation and opportunity
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OBJECTIVES
Objective
AC1 To build a working

Rationale:

Targets for 2025

Indicators of success

The footprint of the active landscape

• Integration of archaeology data and
Historic Environment Records (HER)

• Improvements in the
condition of assets,

culture that protects management by many previous
archaeological and generations underpins Wyre’s

within woodland and site management

particularly those

historic assets and

plans; use of sensitivity and priority

identified as being at

their setting, both in management needs to respect this

mapping to identify vulnerable areas

risk or vulnerable areas

the woodlands of

and ensure that it protects it for the

and at risk assets;

Wyre and its

future.

woodland. Woodland and land

mosaic of diverse

• Woodland and land managers adopt
and put into practice guidelines for

local landscapes.

proactive historic asset management;
• That the strategic planning undertaken
by public bodies and local authorities

• Enhanced Historic
Environment Records
(HER) for wooded
landscapes, other
landscapes and historic
buildings;

proactively conserves heritage assets; • Increase in managers
and contractors trained
• Public bodies proactively identifying
and promoting the archaeological and
in heritage asset
historic assets;
• Training in soil conservation and
woodland archaeology accepted by

recognition and
proactive conservation
management for

forestry bodies as a minimum standard

woodland archaeology

for machinery operators in ancient

and other landscapes.

woodlands.
To understand and

To understand the significance and

conserve historic

• To have furthered the understanding
protect the historical character of the
of Wyres’s historic character,

patterns of land

Forest and its associated towns,

including is hinterlands and functional

landscape character

use, routeways and villages, hamlets and farmsteads.

relationships to the surrounding area

resource that

settlement within

and settlements;

encompasses,

and surrounding
the Forest.

• Information on the historical
development of settlements and their

archaeology,
landscape morphology,

surrounding landscapes, including

historic buildings and

access to historic maps, readily

ecology;

accessible online;
AC2

• Delivery of an
enhanced integrated

• Any proposed increase in woodland
management or cover to be informed

• Evidence that new
development, redevelopment or

by the historical environmental

conversion has

character and ecology of the

delivered design

landscape avoiding 'cutting across the

solutions that

grain' of the historic landscape.

complements the

• Have produced guidance on the
conservation and management of

significance and
potential of historic

special qualities and locally valued

buildings, landscape

features.

setting and vernacular
character present
across Wyre.
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Objective
AC3 To deliver high

Rationale:

Targets for 2025

quality, integrated

To build on and promote study of the • Complete a comprehensive research
social and economic development
framework;

research and

and cultural significance of Wyre to

develop Wyre and

safeguard its heritage assets. This

its landscape as

should be achieved through

to build on the existing evidence and

resource for study.

engagement with research

knowledge base;

frameworks and other education
initiatives.

• Support and promote the development
of archaeological survey and research

• Establish a local archive linked to the
Shropshire and Worcestershire HERs

Indicators of success
• Adopted research
framework
integrated into the
suite of management
documents;
• Established local
resource hub
integrated with

that will provide a focus for local

other key archives

history, archaeology and cultural

and records;

history research;
• Develop opportunities for community
field survey and community history
studies;
• Make the Forest accessible to schools,
universities and research bodies to

• Established research
network of
academic,
community and
public bodies

promote and help implement new
primary research.
AC4 To extend our
understanding,

To ensure that the Wyre’s special
social and cultural qualities are

promote and support recognised and promoted as part of

• An understanding of the cultural
• Have undertaken a
traditions that have been linked to the
range of project
Wyre Forest and its people;

the local

its landscape interpretation. To

distinctiveness,

improve our understanding of how

traditions crafts and

previous generations lived and

culture of Wyre.

worked in the Forest. To encourage

• Built an archive of
those linked to the working woodlands
local stories, arts

and support the development of new

and wider social practice

arts and crafts for a future forest.

• Information on locally distinctive
features across the Forest which are

looking at all key
aspects of “the
culture of Wyre”;

valued by local people, especially

• Have captured living histories, stories
and information from the Forest

and histories that
can continue to
develop;

communities;
• Have found ways to create and
celebrate new forest crafts;
AC5 Vividly to interpret

Bringing our heritage to life for our

the historic

community and visitors will help its

environment.

future stewardship.

• Build new ways to interact with the
Forest’s history and culture, including

• Increase in quality
historic

using virtual reality and web based

interpretation, and

platforms;

added time depth to

• Use new stories to bring the Forest
alive to people;
• Work to improve heritage
interpretation at the key gateways to
Wyre;
• Use our local museums and visitor
centers to help give some time depth

existing installations;
• Develop new
accessible resources
for engagement.
• Develop site-based
trails and
interpretation

to people’s understanding, especially

packages that

around people’s continuing

inform the

management and how this links to

experience of key

biodiversity;

prehistoric and

• Created a resource around Ruskin in
Wyre Forest and the Guild of St

historic landscape
features.

George;
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ACTION AREA
THREE: THE
WOODLAND
LANDSCAPE OF
WYRE

A 50 Y EAR V ISION FOR T HE W OODLAND L ANDSCAPE
OF

W YRE

The forest will be a larger, better connected and more natural
woodland landscape, managed to increase the diversity of
tree species characteristic of the ancient woodland of Wyre
with a varied age structure from young saplings to ageing
veterans.
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A 50 Year Vision for
The Woodland
Landscape of Wyre
(Continued)

In the steep sided valleys and on north facing slopes substantial areas of broadleaved
woodland will have been left unmanaged to develop undisturbed. Across the forest a
natural composition and structure of the woodland will have been created through a
staged restoration of areas previously planted with conifers and beech which will have
been returned to a woodland where oak is again the dominant species in the tree canopy.
A mixture of natural regeneration and enrichment planting has diversified the woodland
so that trees such as silver birch, small-leaved lime, wild service tree, aspen, rowan, alder
and wild cherry are far more common, growing above an understorey in which hawthorn,
blackthorn, hazel, holly, guelder rose, dogwood and alder buckthorn add structure and
further diversity. Other non-native species present in the forest, including beech and
scots pine will have been retained at lower numbers. Small suitable areas have seen an
introduction of hornbeam as a minor element of the woodland, reflecting changes in distribution as a result of climate change and adding further to the diversity of tree species.
Coppice management has been restored to significant areas of the forest. Around this the
majority of the woodland, around half the total area of the forest, is now managed through
careful selection of individual trees and small groups of trees for felling, creating an irregular pattern of glades, young trees and mature trees, more reminiscent of a natural woodland. This natural structure has been further enhanced by the creation and retention of
fallen and standing deadwood within the woodland.
The diversity of trees and structure, careful management of the deer population and local
propagation of trees for planting projects creates a woodland which is resilient to climate
change and the threats of tree diseases.
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OBJECTIVES
Objective
W1

Rationale:

Indicators of
success

To protect the full

The exceptional biodiversity of ancient • No loss of extent of ancient
extent of the ancient woodland has developed over many
• An increase of one hundred hectares in
woodland landscape hundreds of years and cannot be

the total extent of woodland, composed

of the Wyre Forest

replicated. Preventing any loss of

of tree species characteristic of the

and link up

ancient woodland to plantation

ancient woodland, filling gaps between

fragmented blocks of forestry, development or encroachment

W2

Targets for 2025

woodland,

underpins the whole management

increasing the total

plan. The resilience of the woodland

area of contiguous

landscape and wildlife to climate

woodland to create

change, disease and pollution will be

a more resilient

further enhanced by increasing the

forest.

total area of contiguous woodland.

To designate

Many less accessible areas of the

approximately

forest have been less intensively

twenty percent of the managed and provide an opportunity
woodland area (480 to retain undisturbed areas where
hectares) as ‘limited woodland processes can be left to

existing woodland blocks

• Initial thinnings’ carried out in those
limitied intervention areas with a dense
woodland canopy.
• Areas of limited intervention clearly
identified and management prescriptions

intervention’

proceed unaffected by management.

for the control of non-native species

woodland in which

Natural losses of trees will gradually

drawn up.

interventions will be create a more diverse structure. They
limited to the control will serve as a refuge for wildlife and
of non-native

seed source for the wider woodland.

invasive plants and

In some of these areas initial

the control of deer

intervention will be necessary to break

and pests.

up the dense woodland canopy.
Thinning by ring barking or by felling
and leaving the trees to rot down insitu will substantially increase the
volumes of dead and decaying wood
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Objective
W3

Rationale:

Targets for 2025

To implement

The planting of the ancient woodland • Integration of archaeology data and
widespread restoration with non-native conifers, beech and
Historic Environment Records (HER)
of Plantations on

sycamore has dramatically reduced

Indicators of
success
• Restoration of
the

within woodland and site management

approximately

Ancient Woodland Site the habitats available for the Wyre’s

plans; use of sensitivity and priority

one thousand

(PAWS) to native

native wildlife. Heavy shade and

mapping to identify vulnerable areas and

hectares

woodland across the

changes in soil structure and fungi

at risk assets;

Wyre Forest, acting

have caused significant damage to

urgently to ensure

• Woodland and land managers adopt
the ecology of the forest. Restoration
and put into practice guidelines for

recovery of the

to broadleaved woodland composed

remnant trees, ground

of tree species characteristic of the

proactive historic asset management;

flora and soils of the

• That the strategic planning undertaken by
ancient woodland will restore habitat
public bodies and local authorities

ancient woodland.

niches and ecological function.

proactively conserves heritage assets;
• Public bodies proactively identifying and
promoting the archaeological and
historic assets;
• Training in soil conservation and
woodland archaeology accepted by
forestry bodies as a minimum standard
for machinery operators in ancient
woodlands.

W4

To re-establish coppice Nearly all of the current extent of
management across

• The process of re-establishing coppice
woodland in the forest was managed
management underway across half of the

approximately ten

as coppice for at least 200 years. As

planned area by 2025. Including the

percent (240 hectares) a result the forest is rich in wildlife

felling of the current woodland canopy

of the forest.

which is particularly well adapted to

and establishment of a new tree stock

thrive in coppiced woodland. Re-

through natural regeneration or planting

establishing coppicing will support

as necessary.

numerous species including the iconic • At least a quarter of the planned area of
pearl bordered fritillary butterfly.
coppice management to be into the first
cycle of coppice growth from established
stools by 2025.
W5

To manage

The practice of clear felling and re-

• Extensive and irregular thinnings of most
broadleaved stands, creating long term

approximately fifty

planting large areas, along with the

percent (1200

sudden abandonment of coppice

gaps in the canopy in order to ensure

hectares) of the forest

management of the oak stands in the

light levels sufficient to enable the natural

as high canopy

early twentieth century has produced

regeneration of oak and other

woodland. To establish a woodland composed of large even

broadleaved trees in patches throughout

across this area the

the woodland.

aged stands often dominated by a

widespread application single tree species. Irregular forestry
of alternative

systems, more similar to natural

approaches to forestry, disturbance regimes will diversify
based on repeated

structure and species composition.

thinnings carried out
through the selection of
individual trees or small
groups of trees to
create an irregular age
structure.
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Objective

Rationale:

To establish a

Wyre’s history of coppice

programme of

W6

Targets for 2025

Indicators of
success

• Arrangements made with local
management led to selective removal
nurseries to provide a source of trees

enrichment planting, of tree species and the dominance of

for planting based on seed collected

based around local

oak. High numbers of deer and

from local and regional sources and

seed sources and

extensive planting with non-native

on propagation in the locality and

controlled, local

conifers through the twentieth century

using locally sourced growing

propagation of

further reduced the diversity of tree

mediums. Sufficient capacity

trees, to increase the species. Seed sources for many trees

developed to meet the demand for

diversity of tree

are now scarce creating the need for

trees for enrichment planting

species in both

enrichment planting to re-introduce a

throughout the forest.

broadleaved stands

range of tree species. Use of largely

and on PAWS

local seed sources and controlled

restoration sites.

local propagation will reduce risks of

woodland and on the edges of

introducing new tree diseases.

woodland rides, beginning the

• 10,000 trees planted on PAWS
restoration sites, in glades within the

processes of re-establishing the full
range of site-native broadleaved trees
throughout the forest.
To encourage a

Climate change, plant diseases,

healthy woodland in invasive non-native plants, animal

W7

• To continue to manage the deer
population over the widest possible

which natural

pests and deer pose significant threats

area based on census data gathered

processes and

to the sustainability of the forest.

consistently every year.

practical pest and

Forestry practices delivering more

disease control

open woodland stands with greater

• To continue to monitor the effects of
deer browsing on the woodland flora

measures contribute variety of species and ages of trees is

and tree regeneration through impact

to a sustainable

the best defense against many of the

assessment and to use this knowledge

woodland

potential impacts. Rhododendron

to inform the deer management policy.

ecosystem.

however out competes native plants,
poisons soils and is of little use to

• To eradicate rhododendron from
within the forest by 2025.

native wildlife, deer selectively

• To develop a co-ordinated approach
browse ground flora and saplings and to squirrel control across the forest
squirrels damage trees during

with the aim of reducing squirrel

establishment.

numbers sufficiently to prevent
significant levels of damage to
broadleaved trees.
• To continually review emerging
research on tree diseases to inform
decisions about the selection of tree
species for planting and felling
operations.
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ACTION AREA
FOUR: A MOSAIC
OF HABITATS

A 50 Y EAR V ISION FOR A M OSAIC O F H ABITATS
A rich mosaic of woodland and well-connected open habitats
will be developed, incorporating meadows and orchards,
patches of heathland and scrub and a network of ‘rides’
which will enable wildlife to disperse through the forest and
link up isolated populations of butterflies and reptiles.
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A 50 Year Vision
for A Mosaic Of
Habitats
(continued)

The increased species and structural diversity of
the woodland will be complemented by an extensive and rich mosaic of varied habitats providing
niches for the widest possible range of woodland
wildlife.
The springs which rise all over the forest feed wet
flushes with a consistent flow. These flushes will be
managed to maximise their value for their unique
communities of trees and plants and assemblage
of beetles, flies and snails of wetland habitats. The
wet flushes in turn feed small streams which dissect the forest plateau, all feeding into the larger
ponds and streams and eventually into the Dowles
Brook. Management of the whole catchment will
have eradicated invasive plants such as Himalayan
Balsam and improved water quality in the brook.
The work of restoring the Wyre Forest’s exceptionally wildlife rich meadows and orchards will have
continued and extended further into the surrounding landscape. Sensitive grazing regimes will have
enhanced the flower rich grasslands, careful pruning of veteran orchard trees will have extended the
lifespan of these trees while large numbers of orchard trees will have been planted and will be ma-

turing into the large fruit trees traditional in the orchards of the forest.
An extensive network of woodland rides will provide open corridors of grassland and scrub and
many miles of woodland edge rich in nest sites and
food sources for woodland birds. The ride network
will link areas of coppice, flower rich meadows and
orchards enabling butterflies to disperse across the
whole forest.
Grazing with cattle in low numbers will have been
introduced across significant areas of the forest.
Grazing and trampling by cattle will have enhanced
areas of heathland and elsewhere will have reduced the cover of bracken and bramble creating
a more diverse woodland ground flora. By reducing
the density of tree saplings cattle grazing will also
have encouraged the development of more open
grown trees with full canopies, able to live longer
and develop into veteran trees with decaying wood
habitats not found in younger trees. Cattle and management to prevent encroachment by tree regeneration will also have helped to establish larger areas of heathland in glades and clearings, a natural
component of the forest landscape, adding further
to the diversity of the habitat
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OBJECTIVES
H1

Objective

Rationale:

Targets for 2025

To protect and

Ground water seepages provide

• To reduce tree cover on and around
wet flushes and to prevent

enhance the areas of stable, damp conditions. The water

H2

wet flush where

rising from the ground has a relatively

encroachment of tree regeneration in

ground water seeps

stable temperature and is generally

order to maintain a mixture of open

to the surface,

less acidic than the surrounding soils

and light conditions across most of the

providing suitable

in the forest. The assemblages of

areas of wet flush, combined with

conditions for the

plants and insects that thrive is these

more humid, shaded areas. To coppice

particular plants,

very particular conditions are

alder where it is present on wet flushes

beetles, flies and

adversely affected by disturbance and

in a short rotation, retaining a

snails of these

by the drying and shading effect of

substantial stump.

habitats

too much tree cover.

• To prevent disturbance of wet flushes
by forestry operations and machinery.

To improve water

The brook, its tributary streams and

• To increase tree cover and encourage
changes in farming practices along the

quality in the Dowles the ponds within the forest support a
Brook and the ponds rich variety of aquatic wildlife. The

length of the Dowles Brook,

and streams within

crayfish, fish and insects that breed in

particularly where this provides a

the forest that feed

the water are affected by high levels

buffer between arable land which

into it.

of sediment in the water and by

presents the major source of sediment

nutrients and pollution leached from

and nutrient run-off and the Brook.

surrounding land. Arable farming
within the catchment and inadequate

• To reduce the rate of water flow by
repairing and maintaining the

sewerage systems have compromised

infrastructure of dams, weirs and

the water quality. Major flooding

culverts within the Dowles catchment,

events have caused substantial

much of which has been damaged by

damage to the infrastructure of dams

recent flood events.

and weirs which previously slowed
water flows reducing sediment loads.

Indicators of
success

• To reduce the rate of water flow, and
therefore sediment loads by providing
space for natural processes including
large jams of woody debris and the
erosion and deposition process that
occur when banks are eroded along
bends in the brook.
• To eradicate invasive non-native
plants, including Himalayan Balsam
and Japanese Knotweed which outcompete the native plants, drastically
reducing the diversity of plants and
habitats on the banks of the brook.
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Objective
H3

Rationale:

To maintain and Flower rich meadows provide

Targets for 2025

Indicators of
success

• To restore twenty traditional orchard
sites through re-planting with

enhance the

important nectar sources within the

flower rich

woodland and are a key component

meadows and

of the habitat mosaic. Appropriate

traditional

summer grazing and hay cutting

orchards within

regimes are required to maintain the

twenty hectares of meadows and

the woodland

richness of the meadows flowers and

orchards which have been under-

and the

fungi by preventing the build-up of

grazed or have lost species richness

surrounding

coarse grasses. Orchards, composed

through fertilizer application by re-

traditional varieties of fruit trees.
• :To create twenty hectares of flower
rich grassland and enhance a further

landscape of the of large ‘standard’ trees were once

seeding with flower rich seed mixes

forest.

much more widespread around the

sourced from the best sites in and

forest and Bewdley area. As they

around the forest.

mature these traditional orchard trees • To continue to grow the capacity
become an important source of
within the partnership to deliver
decaying wood habitats supporting a

conservation grazing of meadows and

rich assemblage of beetles and flies.

orchards based around the use of
hardy cattle which provide the
greatest variety in sward structure.
• To extend appropriate management to
more sites through advice to
landowners, grant support and
training courses and by using existing
sites to demonstrate good practice
and the results that can be achieved.

H4

To further
extend the

To further extend the network of open • To extend the network of woodland
woodland rides and the appropriate
rides to all areas of the forests

network of open management of the rides to create a

woodland.

woodland rides

wildlife rich woodland edge by

• To promote the appropriate
management of the rides, including;

and the

encouraging the development of

appropriate

flower rich swards and a varied

mowing regimes designed to create a

management of

structure of scrub and understorey

varied structure of grasses and flowers

the rides to

trees

as well as patches of bare ground

create a wildlife

management of scrub and tree

rich woodland

regeneration and enrichment planting

edge by

of understorey trees and thorn scrub

encouraging the
development of
flower rich
swards and a
varied structure
of scrub and
understorey
trees.
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Objective
H5

To increase the

Rationale:
Areas of permanently open habitat

extent of permanent within the woodland enable the

Targets for 2025

Indicators of
success

• To introduce best practice
management of lowland heath across

open habitats within development of rough grassland,

a number of large areas of the forest,

the forest to

heathland and scrub adding to the

preventing encroachment by tree

approximately ten

diversity of habitats in the forest and

regeneration and creating a heathland

percent (240

providing important sites for reptiles

with diverse age and scrub structure.

hectares) of the

and an assemblage of woodland

forest.

birds.

• To develop the capacity within the
partnership to deliver grazing of open
habitats within the forest, using low
numbers of cattle grazing over wide
areas of heathland and scrub within
the forest. The development of a
fenceless system of cattle control,
based on electronic collars would
enable a far more flexible approach
to this grazing without the need for
unappealing fences and potentially at
a lower cost in the long term.

H6

To establish
extensively grazed

Wood pasture systems will contribute • To introduce wood pasture systems
to the diversity of habitats and the
across a number of large areas within

wood pasture

overall biodiversity of the forest.

the forest

systems within areas Whether seen as a proxy for the
of high canopy

• To develop the capacity within the
large herbivores of the wildwood or a
partnership to deliver grazing of wood

woodland, across

return to mediaeval practices of rough

pasture areas, using low numbers of

approximately ten

grazing of cattle in the woodland,

cattle grazing over wide areas, within

percent (240

cattle grazing will deliver results very

the forest.

hectares) of the

different to the selective browsing of

forest.

deer, reducing the dominance of
bracken and bramble, producing
more diverse ground flora and
encouraging the development of
scrub. Grazing will also reduce the
extent of tree regeneration, producing
a more open forest and encouraging
the development of larger, open
grown trees which will in time develop
into veteran trees, an age class of
trees currently almost completely
absent from the forest.
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Objective
H7

Rationale:

To promote a joined Within the forest the mix of wet

Targets for 2025

flushes, meadows and orchards,

development and

heathlands, coppice plots and

provide linkages between open

management of the

woodland glades provides a rich

habitat sites

and temporary open surrounding landscape flower rich

success

• To target enhancement of grasslands
and the restoration of orchards to

up approach to the

mosaic of permanent variety of open habitats. In the

Indicators of

• To manage five kilometres of
hedgerows, supporting hedge laying,

habitats across the

grasslands, old orchards, wide

re-planting of gaps in existing hedges

partnership area.

hedgerows and veteran trees in fields

and the re-planting of historic

and hedges add further to the habitat

hedgerows which have been removed

mosaic. The value of this complex
mosaic can be maximised by ensuring
that the management of the whole
landscape promotes habitat corridors
and stepping stones to reverse the
fragmentation of these habitats.
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ACTION AREA
FIVE: THE
WILDLIFE OF
WYRE

A 50 Y EAR V ISION FOR T HE W ILDLIFE OF W YRE
Habitat management, sympathetic forestry practices and species introductions will have recovered wildlife populations.
The forest will provide a refuge and stepping-stone for wildlife as it migrates in response to changes in the climate. Lost
‘key-stone’ species will have been re-introduced and contribute to the natural processes of the forest system.
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A 50 Year Vision for
The Wildlife OF Wyre
(continued)

A range of plants and animals act as indicators of the health of the forest, these species, amongst
them adder, the fritillary butterflies, pied flycatcher, nightingale and wood warbler will have recovered
from fifty years of decline in the latter half of the twentieth century and will again be found in good
numbers well distributed across the forest.
Rigorous survey and monitoring of these indicator species will have built a strong understanding of
the effects on wildlife of the changes in management of the forest and will help to provide a clear picture of the overall health of the forest.
Important breeding, feeding and shelter sites for these indicator species will have been identified
across the forest and visitor access will be managed to protect the tranquillity of these areas.
The development of a complex mosaic of habitats will have re-created ecological niches which will
have been colonised by species that had previously been absent from the forest for decades. The
churring of nightjar will once again be heard on areas of open heath and assisted by a re-introduction
programme high brown fritillaries will have re-established sustainable populations.
Some of England’s wildlife may have migrated northwards in response to climate change. Management of the habitat mosaic will have been adapted to accommodate newly arrived species and reintroduction programmes will have assisted species whose migration is prevented by their inability to
travel over large distances or the large gaps between blocks of the woodland habitats they require.
The wildlife of the Wyre Forest will have responded to a more natural woodland and a more complex
habitat mosaic, but will have played a part too in creating naturalness and complexity. Reintroductions of key-stone species which act as ecosystem engineers, will restore a natural balance to
the functioning of the woodland ecosystem and helped to shape the landscape.
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OBJECTIVES
S1

Objective

Rationale:

Targets for 2025

To establish long
term monitoring

Extensive change to the structure and • To maintain and develop the long
composition of the woodland and the
standing annual butterfly monitoring

programmes for a

mosaic of open habitats will be seen

programme through both established

range of key

over the next fifty years.

transects which provide continuity of

indicator species,

Understanding the effects of these

data and other survey methods which

providing a robust

changes the forest is essential, both to

measure the more immediate impacts

measurement of their inform management delivery and to

of woodland and habitat

changes in the

ensure that Wyre plays a national

management.

numbers and

role in developing the understanding

distribution in the

• To maintain and develop annual
of the relationship between woodland
reptile survey programmes in the

forest.

management and wildlife.

Indicators of
success

forest, ensuring broad coverage
based on repeatable methodologies
to provide reliable information reptile
population change.
• To establish an annual woodland bird
monitoring programme providing a
clear picture of the changes in
populations of woodland indicator
bird species including; redstart, pied
flycatcher, nightingale, wood warbler,
nightjar and lesser spotted
woodpecker.
• To develop mammal survey
methodologies, particularly for bats
and dormice, which can be carried
out consistently at intervals to provide
information on the health of these key
indicator species

S2

To ensure that

Visitors are encouraged to use the

increasing visitor

forest and engaging with local

numbers do not

communities and building an

wildlife by visitors is highest and

adversely affect the

understanding of the importance of

lowest.

health and breeding the forest is a key aim of the

• To develop a ‘tranquillity map’ of the
forest indicating where disturbance of

• To ensure that this tranquillity mapping
is used to inform the development of

success of wildlife

partnership. This needs to be

populations by

balanced with the need to protect

visitor infrastructure including access

retaining areas of

species that are vulnerable to

points and way-marked trails.

tranquillity within the disturbance, particularly during
forest

breeding seasons.

• To develop visitor information, based
on good evidence, explaining how
visitors behaviour impacts on the
wildlife of the forest and how visitors
can cooperate to minimise this impact.
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Objective
S3

Rationale:

To take a pragmatic Isolated wildlife populations within
approach to wildlife the forest are at risk of dropping

Targets for 2025

below minimum viable size, leading

and/or translocations in the forest in

breeding

to a growing list of species lost over

order to stabilise the declines in adder

programmes where

recent decades. Other species which

numbers and ensure a viable
population survives in the forest.

enhance the

shaping England’s woodlands have

biodiversity of the

been absent for much longer and

forest.

others still may be moving to include

forest in recent decades, potentially

the forest in their native range for the

including the high brown fritillary

first time as they respond to climate

butterfly and Kentish glory moth.

change. In all cases active
intervention may be necessary to

success

• To continue to pursue a programme of
adder breeding and re-introductions

re-introduction and

these can protect or once played an important role in

Indicators of

• To develop plans for the reintroduction of species lost to the

• To continually review emerging
research into species migration in

bolster remnant populations or return

response to climate change. Compile

absent species of wildlife to the forest.

and regularly revise a list of species
likely to increase their natural range to
include the forest and ensure that the
habitat requirements and implications
of introductions of these species are
understood.
• To develop plans, through a detailed
feasibility study and public
consultation, for the re-introduction of
Pine Marten into the forest, both for its
own value as a reinstatement of a keystone species of England’s woodlands
and as a potential natural control of
grey squirrel numbers.
• To carry out feasibility studies on the
re-introductions of other key-stone
species of England’s woodlands,
including wild boar, lynx, beaver and
the red squirrel.
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ACTION AREA
SIX: DELIVERING
FOR LOCAL
COMMUNITIES
AND PEOPLE

A 50 Y EAR V ISION FOR L OCAL C OMMUNITIES AND
P EOPLE
The people and communities of the Wyre Forest will understand, recognise and celebrate the national significance and
value of the Forest and will have opportunities to become involved in its maintenance and development. It will be a core
part of their quality of life, enhancing health and wellbeing.
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A 50 Year Vision for
Local Communities and
People
(continued)

The people and communities of the Wyre will have a great affinity to and
identification with the Forest. Shared knowledge and understanding will
help to protect, monitor and sustain it. Wyre’s unique character will have
become a core part in their lives, with many events and celebrations associated with its distinctiveness. Opportunities and facilities for writers, artists
and craftworkers will have helped to find new methods of expression.
There will be many ways in which people can become involved with the life
of the Forest. This might be by undertaking conservation work, cutting their
own firewood in a community wood, attending forest events, taking exercise or just spending leisure time enjoying the Forest. An active Friends of
the Wyre Forest Group will help support and coordinate this activity.
A strong community partnership continues to provide a depth of knowledge
and support, with networks of local experts. This partnership acts as a formal and informal sounding board, helping to shape the management of the
Forest.
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OBJECTIVES
C1

Objective

Rationale:

To increase the
contribution of

Residents of the Wyre Forest, and the • An improved awareness about and
nearly four million people living
support for local businesses, social

individuals to the

within 45km of the Wyre Forest can

enterprises and charities working to

social enterprises

conservation and

have a significant impact upon the

use, add value and promote the Forest

have been

enhancement of the

Forest through the combined effect of

and it’s products;

supported across

Wyre Forest.

their direct action and purchasing
decisions.

Targets for 2025

• A vibrant range of voluntary groups
and societies have been supported
providing opportunities for people to

Indicators of success
• A range of small
businesses and

Wyre.
• Increase in
Membership of

learn about and participate in the

local ecological or

Forest;

heritage recording

• Wyre has established a charitable
foundation, Friends group or other

groups.

membership organisation which
provides a vehicle for people to
participate in, donate to and as an
independent focal point for providing
information about the Forest;
• There have been opportunities for
people to directly invest in the activity
of the Forest via community share
issues or similar programmes that
support the development of community
energy and other economic activity.
C2

To embed community Our communities have a significant

• That foundation support has remained • Community
for community environmental
volunteering at

involvement in

role in generating new ideas, and

conservation and

playing a part in protecting and

maintenance and volunteering at

Wyre has been

enhancement of the

monitoring Wyre’s environment and

Wyre especially through the Wyre

sustained and

Wyre Forest.

distinctiveness. Additionally it is

Community Land Trust;

enhanced;

important that there remains a
meaningful dialogue between those

• To have developed some community
supported woodland management

• Forest forums
remain that

working in in the Forest and it’s

projects on smaller non commercial

connect the

communities and people.

woodland areas;

community to the

• That community initiatives that record
the Wyre Forest have been sustained,

operational
partners.

most especially the Wyre Forest Study
Group;
• There is provision of training events
that offer opportunities for individuals
to develop skills in countryside crafts;
land management and heritage/
ecological surveys and monitoring;
• The maintenance of Forest community
forums.
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Objective
C3

Rationale:

To ensure that public The Forest has no blanket protection
policy and the land

or designation although much is in

Targets for 2025
• There has been the production of
guidelines on maintaining the rural

success
• Wyre’s core
assets and

use planning system public ownership and protected as

character and landscape setting of the

distinctiveness

recognises and

SSSI, so it is important that there are

Forest, properties and tourism sites,

has not been

underpins the value

not future threats from unsympathetic

especially caravan and park home

compromised by

sites;

unsympathetic

and importance that development or ambiguous policy.
the Forest has and

• Work to ensure that, wherever
possible, this Plan is supported by

protects it from

C4

Indicators of

development

local policies e.g. public transport,

pressure.

traffic calming, dog behavior;

To have established

Rural studios help aim to establish a

a rural studio at

platform and facility which sites

Wyre that helps

designers, artists, craftspeople and

stimulate dialogue

wood based professionals in one

between creative

place. This helps to stimulate new

and resource

thinking around products and

management

materials. This community in the

professionals

Forest also gives a place to help

working in the

demonstrate good practice in design

Forest.

and build, and toprototype and test

• To have developed and established a
rural studio at Wyre;

development.

• Successful
establishment.

• Successful partnerships have been
formed with a range of partners
around such a facility;
•

products. It is also a place for
learning and skills development
C5

The establishment of The Wyre will produce a range of low • To have a range of woodfuel contracts • The
and support for
and high grade woodland material.
established within the local area that
establishment of
community energy

It is important that markets are found

can use lower grade timber products

community

projects at Wyre

for low grade materials and energy is

Wyre will produce. These are likely to

energy projects;

one such niche market, especially for

include woodchip and logs markets.

coppice products. The most
sustainable and appropriate routes
for this are via a variety of local

• To have provided opportunities for
community based investment in
community energy projects;

• Community
supported
woodfuel
schemes.

schemes that suit the type of product. • To establish community supported
woodfuel schemes that supply logs of
labour outcomes, partly based on
woodlots.
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C6

Objective

Rationale:

Targets for 2025

Indicators of success

Wyre Forest

Wyre has an environment which

• An established shared events,cultural
and arts programme for the Forest;

• An established
and varied

becomes a platform could support a range of activities
for a range of

and events. These engage different

events, festivals and audiences with the Forest and help

• To have developed a Wyre Woodland
Festival to promote forest food and

programme of
events, arts,

art that support core them to appreciate, explore and

products, including venison, fuel and

festivals and

values and deepen

timber;

celebrations.

interact with it. A programme can

peoples

also help those involved in managing • To have a linked series of venues and • New writing and
understanding about the Forest view and value their place
facilities which can sustain themselves,
art has become
it.

differently and promote issues. There

including for ‘pop up’ events, places

associated with

has been some writing and art

for doing and making, formal learning

Wyre

associated with the Forest, but this

and training.

has been limited. To help readdress

• Creative and artistic programmes
this, it is hoped that artists and writers
established, a series of artists and
in residence can create new works.

writers in residence have worked to
produce new Wyre based works.
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ACTION AREA
SEVEN: THE
WOODLAND
ECONOMY

A 50 Y EAR V ISION FOR T HE WOODLAND E CONOMY
A vibrant woodland enterprise culture will support and complement Wyre’s landscape, turning its timber into a diverse
range of products needed and valued by society.
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A 50 Year Vision for
The woodland
Economy
(continued)

The development of a Wyre Forest based industry will produce goods and services for its
surrounding communities, and provide income that supports the sustainable management of the ancient woodland.
The goods and services offered from the Wyre are diverse. They are as much about
watching wildlife and using the therapeutic properties of the place as for food and timber
production, recognising that the two things are interdependent.
Through this a range of businesses will have been established that support new supply
chains across the Forest. Innovative creative design and production enterprises will have
been established.
A workforce will have been developed, with the right skill set and appropriate equipment
and support, to manage the forest. This will have built the Wyre Forest into a centre of excellence, with learning, training and skills being passed on and inspiring others into action.
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OBJECTIVES
E1

Indicators of

Objective

Rationale:

Targets for 2025

To increase the

Achieve the most effective

• To develop local and national markets for • Increase in
number of
Wyre products, especially those that add
skilled
real value to the basic raw material

output of sustainably management intervention that will
produced high-

deliver the other objectives for

quality timber and

woodland, to contribute to

underwood for local sustainable domestic timber
markets.

production, to support a working

• More production of biomass and wood
fuel;

success

woodland
workers;

• Support for woodland businesses
delivering sensitive management of

• Increase in
locally sourced

targets for renewable energy, and to

ancient woodlands, perhaps based

wood fuel and/

reduce the dependency of the UK on

around a tree centre idea which small

or timber in

non-sustainably managed woodlands.

contractors can share overhead,

construction.

rural economy, to contribute to

marketing and equipment costs;
• Supporting market development for Wyre
timber:
• Increasing the capacity of the existing
timber processing industry, and exploring
potential for establishing a new specialist
processing facility within the Forest.
• Innovation and product development
focused on utilising Wyre’s timber for
higher value local uses;
E2

Wyre has the range Wyre has the range of woodlands

• To trial, test and demonstrate new and
innovative woodland management

• Establishment
and recognition

of woodlands and

and the scale of asset that can

the scale of asset

support a regional hub to help re-skill

approaches that produce high quality high

of Wyre as a

that can support a

and reinvigorate the broad-leaved

value timber within a rich ecological

centre of

matrix of habitats and species;

excellence.

regional hub to help woodland economy. It would support
re-skill and

businesses development and

reinvigorate the

expansion, develop new products,

broad-leaved

demonstrate woodland management

• To link these products to existing and new
markets, supporting supply chain
development and new product lines, most

woodland economy. - work to created a new working

especially utilising the extensive quantities

It would support

of low grade oak which will arise in the

businesses
development and
expansion, develop

woodland culture.

next few decades;
• Woodland owners and managers, and
woodland contractors able to access

new products,

specialised advice and training to support

demonstrate

management of sensitive ancient

woodland

woodland habitats and associated species;

management - work
to creatd a new

• Deliver rural development support for
existing and new woodland businesses

working woodland

that underpins the sensitive management

culture.

of ancient woodlands;
• Create a number of design and build
projects to use and demonstrate the use of
Wyre’s woodland projects, especially
those that can address social problems
that have arisen for rural workers and
affordable housing.
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Objective
E3

Rationale:

Targets for 2025

Indicators of
success

To increase the

Social enterprise can help sustain the • An organisation that can work in
• Establishment of
output of sustainably Forest by supporting woodland
a woodland
between the public bodies and private
produced high-

management and developing models

landowners to supply complementary

social enterprise

quality timber and

for investment that directly sustains

services outside of their core remits,

at Wyre.

underwood for local other non financial outcomes. If Wyre

but essential to Forest management

markets.

is to guarantee reinvestment routes to

e.g. volunteering, conservation

support social and environmental

management;

outcomes, then a neutral social
enterprise platform sitting between

• Provide a platform and real support to
create a new woodland culture in

the public, private and not for profit

Wyre, which can attract rural

sectors can make sure this happens.

development funding and business
support to rekindle the Forest’s supply
chains;
• Act as a central marketing
organisation for Wyre in terms of both
the place and its products;
• Development of a bespoke processing
hub that adds significant value to the
raw materials produced in the Forest
• Small scale community agriculture and
innovative small scale processing
activity;
• Direct community investment routes;
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ACTION AREA
EIGHT: VISITING
THE WYRE
FOREST

A 50 Y EAR V ISION FOR V ISITING T HE W YRE F OREST
The Wyre Forest will be an excellent place to visit, with great
facilities and activities designed for its core family audience.
Interactive and stimulating information about the Forest, its
landscape and wildlife will be easily accessible.
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A 50 Year Vision for
Visiting The Wyre
Forest
(continued)

Wyre will be a well functioning destination that is enjoyed to the full by all visitors, including those with disabilities, whilst its core environmental assets are protected and retained
The Forest will provide a supportive experience for all people who visit it, with good quality services and information,leading to improved understanding of its features and unique
qualities. Users of the Forest will have respect for each other, for the resource and for
those who live and work within it. There will be comprehensive information available
about the Wyre to enable visitors and potential visitors to understand what is on offer
As part of the wider framework of recreational and leisure activities within the Forest there
will still remain tranquil areas for wildlife and for quiet enjoyment.
Non-car based access to and from the Forest from local communities and other transport
nodes will be available, as will good access facilities for those with limited mobility or
other disabilities.
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OBJECTIVES
D1

Objective

Rationale:

Targets for 2025

To develop and

The Forest has the potential to

support an

offer a range of recreational

• An integrated multi-user access network has • An increase in the
been created to allow maximum opportunity
number of visitors

integrated access

activities. We need to ensure

for participation in appropriate recreational

arriving by other

network to

access arrangements provide

activities.

than car-based

encourage and

opportunities for everyone to

enable all visitors to enjoy, appreciate and
enjoy the Forest

D2

• Promoted routes are maintained to high
standards.

Indicators of success

transport.
• An increase in the
number of people

experience,

understand the character of the • Access arrangements which meet the needs
Wyre and develop an
of users with impaired mobility have been

including

infrastructure and services to

appropriate
recreational

support such activities, provided • Opportunities to access the Forest, other
they are consistent with the core
than by car, have been increased.

opportunities.

aims of the Forest partners.

To develop zoning

There are parts of the forest

recreational pursuit

recreational use. They maybe

public Forest, following consultation with

with net gains in

whilst maintaining

near to entry points, be less

land owners and key user groups.

wildlife and more

improved.

• Forest recreational zones have been
for different types of which can sustain more intensive
planned and implemented across the core

tranquil areas across sensitive, or have established
the Forest. To

recreational uses. Other areas

develop Codes of

require more protection to aid

Conduct as a guide

wildlife management and need

for different user

to be quieter, possibly with

groups.

restricted access. Codes of
conduct will make reference to

• There is a stable network of formal and wild
trails and paths within appropriate

with limited
mobility and other
disabilities using
the Forest.
• Areas concerned
remain tranquil

predictable deer
management.

recreational zones.

• Users are
adhering to their
• Zones are recognised and accepted by user
groups.
Code of Conduct
• Codes of Conduct have been established for
different user groups.

these zones and help ensure

and using zones
appropriately.
• Different user
groups show

they are respected.

respect and
tolerance towards
one another.
D3

To further develop

We need to attract visitors to the • The Callow Hill Visitor site has been
the visitor hub site at Wyre Forest whose expectations
improved following completion and
Callow Hill so it

• A thriving, well
managed. self

and behaviour align with the

implementation of the master planning

sustaining site

provides information experience offered, who will

exercise and it now creates a new and

used and valued

and interpretative

exciting gateway for the whole Wyre Forest.

by local people

gain most from the asset they

displays which assist visit, and give most back to it.
the full range of
visitors to better
understand and
appreciate the
beauty and features

• Branding and marketing of the Forest has
been improved.

and visitors.

• A close fit
between the
• A wider range of activities is in place for all
users but with particular attention having
resource and the
being given to family audiences.

audiences who use

• A series of mixed ability trails have been
completed, radiating from the site.

it, creating a
experience.

treat it with care and

• The re-planned site incorporates high quality
catering, visitor orientation and

help to maintain it as

interpretation information, and sells products

a place of special

which reflect the Wyre Forest.

of the Forest, and
encourages them to

significance.

fulfilled, happy

• The Discovery Centre continues to be used
as a focus for learning and research, and as
an asset for use by the wider community.
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ACTION AREA
NINE: TOURISM
AND THE RURAL
ECONOMY

A 50 Y EAR V ISION FOR T OURISM AND THE R URAL
E CONOMY
The Wyre Forest will be widely known as a distinctive destination complementing Cleobury Country and the Severn Valley.
Wyre will have a national reputation for high quality tourism,
food and local products derived from the woodland and surrounding landscapes.
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A 50 Year Vision for
Tourism and the Rural
Economy
(continued)

Wyre is a recognised destination associated with a range of exceptional products and
services derived from the woodlands and their surrounding farmlands and communities.
People are drawn to Wyre for its distinctive woodland landscapes linking the Severn Valley to Cleobury Country, supported by a range of quality accommodation and activity providers.
There is a strong link between the products and the habitats they are derived from; high
quality pasture fed meat, wild venison, orchard produce. Short supply chains help support the small producers needed to profitably maintain the complex network of wildlife
habitats. The forest to fork concepts underpin local artisan producers, specialist outlets
and food menus. Wyres products have a national reputation, a core part of the tourism
offer of the area,
A strong entrepreneurial enterprise culture has spawned many rural businesses. A thriving social economy allows local people to play an active and meaningful role, actively
supporting local products and services, becoming shareholders and social investors.
Many micro businesses and social enterprises have resulted helped to create niche markets and products, collectively they work together to support a strong Wyre brand and
reputation for quality and innovation.
Wyre has a creative culture. Designers,artists and artisans work with woodland managers
to find new ways to use the timber. The Forest is an incubator for new models, skills and
training, showcasing cutting edge solutions to conserve valued traditions, old and young
meet to exchange and evolve new ideas.
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OBJECTIVES
Objective
TR1

Rationale:

Targets for 2025

Indicators of
success

To develop Wyre as a Wyre is very much seen as a day • Promotion of authentic experiences by the
distinctive and
trip destination, especially for the
tourism sector based on Wyre’s local identity;
attractive destination
with a range of

west midlands, and although this • Establish a Wyre tourism business network that
has value, it has a wider unique
can help build destination marketing and

packages suited to its

offer for the region built around

environment and

its environmental and cultural

audiences

assets.

branding
• Increased promotion of the Wyre’s story and
local distinctiveness in tourism sector marketing
activities and Wyres’s special qualities promoted
through countryside sites, attractions and visitor
information centres;
• Joint working between tourism, countryside,
education and arts sectors to develop
innovative, celebratory countryside events for a
wider audience;

TR2

To strengthen the

We need to ensure that there is

place and role of the

an understanding of what Wyre

Wyre Forest within the can offer to visitors, and that
tourism frameworks of people know what to expect
the West Midlands

when they visit.

and Marches.

We also need to create more

• Better representation of the Wyre Forest as a
destination within the tourism industry.
• Availability of a range of products and activities
designed around the special features and
resources of the Wyre Forest.
• High levels of visitor satisfaction when surveyed.

effective information and
publicity materials, ensure these
are widely distributed and
displayed, and develop and
make available products which
are in keeping with, and
supportive of, the unique natural
assets of the Wyre Forest.
TR3

To develop a strong

To provide opportunities for

economic framework

economic activity that supports

around the Wyre

land management objectives of

based on locally

the Wyre Forest. Especially to

produced high value

further evolve the direct markets

products linked to the

for forest meat, venison and

landscape.

orchard produce. To enhance
synergy of the local economy,
society and environment. To
reconnect settlements, residents
and their supporting economic
activity with the Wyre Forest

• To have increased the supply of Forest products • Increased
which are useful and targeted to local needs;
amount and
• Increased amount and range of local produce
available.

range of local

• Increased support and incentive for local
businesses to use products derived from the

available.

produce

Forest:
• Increase reliable availability of Forest products
for end users and consumers;
• Better linkages of the landscape story to
products and maximised niche marketing
opportunities for venison and pasture fed beef;
• As the area and productivity of orchards
increases, build new products and services
around it;
• Encourage schools, colleges and public
institutions to actively partner local land based
businesses e.g. supplying local food; wood fuel;
utilising wood in construction;
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ACTION AREA TEN:
UNDERSTANDING
AND LEARNING

A 50 Y EAR V ISION FOR U NDERSTANDING A ND
L EARNING
The Wyre Forest will be recognised as a significant national centre for woodland learning, research and monitoring, supporting formal and informal learning and skills development in all its forms, underpinned by a deep evidence base.
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Wyre has developed into a national centre for learning about woodlands providing well
respected services and products which cater for a wide range of audiences.
People who visit the Wyre are presented with Interpretation and information which enhances and enriches each visit and the significance of the place they are in. Many
means are used to provide this information, using many media and appropriate technology.
At a time of environmental change, continuos study, research and monitoring work in the
Wyre has helped underpin models for the sustainable management of ancient woodlands
The Forest has become a hub for sharing knowledge and increasing understanding
made richer by many links to academic institution.
Education and lifelong learning remain a core part of the services that the Forest offers to
the local area with the Discovery Centre at its heart. The Wyre has a special role to play
for children and adults from the surrounding communities, especially urban areas,introducing them by interactive and engaging ways to woodlands and wildlife.
Wyres stable public ownership and public interest have created a deeply studied woodland. Long term monitoring works to measure the impacts of activity across the area and
the how the woodland is responding to external influences like pollution and a changing
climate.
The Forest provides many opportunities for skills development and training for its communities and the forest industries including apprentices and internships. The public bodies
work to provide innovative and good management and disseminate this to private owners.
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OBJECTIVES
Objective

Rationale:

To increase

It will be helpful to the long term

opportunities for

• There is an increase in ‘Learning
survival and development of the Wyre Outside the Classroom’ activities, for

Indicators of success
• Increased participation
of residents and

local residents and Forest if there is a commitment

locally based students and for forest

visitors in events that

other visitors,

amongst local businesses residents

based learning (e.g. Forest School).

develop an

including school

and visitors, and young people in

children and

particular, to its conservation and

young people, to

enhancement.

learn about and
celebrate the
U1

Targets for 2025

• There are increased opportunities for all
groups to become actively involved in

understanding of the
rural environment.

maintaining and developing the Forest. • An increase in the
availability, scope and
• A range of activities and facilities in the
Forest are being sponsored and
coverage of education

Wyre Forest, and

supported by businesses and user

and interpretation

to contribute in a

groups.

programmes.

variety of ways to

• Funding from
businesses and users is

its maintenance
and further

being used to enhance

development.

facilities and resources
within the Forest.
• Young people are
actively involved in
maintaining and
developing the Forest
facilities and activities.

Create Wyre as a As one of the largest ancient
centre of

woodlands in the UK, combined with

excellence in the

a large percentage of publicly owned

understanding

land, there is the stability to

about

undertake long term monitoring and

management of

evaluation of management

UK woodlands.

U2

• Establishment of research that tracks the • Wyre’s management
effects of new management
has been underpinned
approaches, PAWs restoration;

by monitoring and

• Establishing longterm background
environmental monitoring;

research that helps
other areas develop

• Support for the Wyre Forest Study
approaches. There is a pressing need
Group and other bodies to undertake

introduce restoration

to understand the effects of different

long term ecological monitoring and

management to

regimes of management on woodland

research programmes;

ancient woodlands;

ecology, and this research is very
underdeveloped in the UK. This will

• A range of studies has continued to
assess the management status and

and productive

• The Wyre Forest Study
Group has been

help shape our future woodlands and

health of Wyre’s woodlands, including

strengthened and

create resilient systems.

the impact of pests and diseases such as

remains at the heart of

Ash dieback; climate change; deer

monitoring and

pressure and mechanisation on the

shaping Wyre’s future.

woodland resource;
• Wyre is increasingly seen as centre of
excellence and knowledge for UK
ancient woodland management.
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MAKING OUR FOREST FRUITFUL - TURNING TARGETS INTO
REAL ACTION

A N I NTEGRATED L ANDSCAPE S CALE A PPROACH
There are many aspirations within this strategy document, many interlinked and all layered across a complex ancient woodland
landscape. To bring all the visions outlined in the proceeding sections to fruition requires resources, commitment, drive and ingenuity at a time of austerity and change. It also means rewriting and reinventing our traditional approaches to managing our woodlands to adapt to climatic challenges, tree diseases and ecological declines.
Wyre has been created by and sustained by a series of economic episodes and our society has valued and protected it as a result of what we see today. However it is a post industrial landscape which people have shaped for their needs for over 10,000
years. To sustain the woodland into the future will require a woodland management system that provides for the needs of our society, both today and being a such long term business, for generations to come. Much of the underlying philosophy and momentum for this Strategy has been to find a way to kick start a system in the Wyre that can sustain itself environmentally and economically.

A N A MAZING T IMBER R ESOURCE
Wyre is an amazingly deep and rich ancient woodland resource, it has huge areas of standing timber which need to be bought
back into active management and production. As previously discussed, for our wildlife one needs a mix of habitats and areas of
limited intervention. There is also a recognition that much of the richness of Wyre, both as a place to visit and for our wildlife, depends on its long term management. Nationally we import so much of our timber, and we do have markets which can be developed within easy reach of Wyre for the , there is also a pure sustainability argument too in providing goods, fuel and services for
our society. Wyre has the critical mass to underpin viable long term supply chains. The timber resource we see across much of
the Wyre is not productive, it has stopped growing, and by introducing management that adds new energy and vigor, we can
grow high value timber and enough income to support a diverse set of other objectives, not least exemplary environmental management. This will particularly also depend on business models that lever reinvestment into areas of the woodland landscape
that are less productive, but of high ecological value.
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A N EW D ELIVERY P ARTNERSHIP F OR T HE W YRE F OREST
This Partnership has been established not only to agree common goals and priorities, but also to turn these words into real actions on the ground.
One feature, and a great advantage in making this strategy deliverable, is the mix of public and private land. In tandem with
this there has already been successful partnership working between this and the voluntary and social enterprise sectors.
Drawing the private, public and not for profit sectors together creates an interesting interface whereby across sectors, responsibilities, risks and rewards can be spread. Cementing that partnership is crucial to the success of this Strategy. since although
the woodland covers a large area, it does have a number of ownerships. To achieve the visions and objectives, will need cooperation across the whole area, not only to deliver landscape scale uplifts in biodiversity, but also to develop demand for our timber will need steady supply chains and stocks whether it be for fuel or saw logs.
In the end it is everyones interests to make the forest economy work and grow so that it can derive the added values society
desires and expects from our woodlands. In order to safeguard these expectations, a huge step change in the scale and intensity asset management is required, good for both our wildlife and the rural economy. This most especially is to underpin exemplary conservation management, one of the non negotiable foundations of this Strategy. This will undoubtedly require enhanced management resources to kick start the process, but at a time of public austerity the funding for this will need to increasingly be derived from the woodland asset itself.
At Wyre this seems to create an opportunity to build new cooperative business and working models built around the shared
values in this document. Creating a more formal woodland partnership within the Forest could provide the step change in management and income needed to deliver many aspects of the plan that carry costs. This type of operation would really need to
work as a social enterprise model. This needs to operate as a robust profitable business, but also ensure that there is a recirculation of funding to support continued environmental management. By doing this the public, private and voluntary sectors
can benefit from;
•

Adding significant value to timber for woodland owners by processing, market development and intelligent marketing;

•

Sharing the overheads of skilled forestry advice and a contractor base, perhaps around a tree centre concept;

•

Delivering cost effective landscape scale conservation by supporting small businesses, community and voluntary bodies to undertake this,for instance via enhanced grazing projects, conservation volunteers, community supported firewood schemes;

•

Cross sector sharing of costs, expertise and management responsibilities, for instance for recreation management,
biodiversity, destination management, events;

S UPPORTING AND RESOURCING IMPLEMENTATION
There is much to support the optimism from the core partners that this Strategy can be delivered and sustained in the Wyre.
Much of the momentum can be generated by a different configuration within the public forest estate, not least the creation of a
strong working culture and partnership. However to kick start the many of the outcomes outside their ownership and direct responsibilities will require some extra resource. This can come from grants and public structural support, but all of these funds
are sparser and more competitive, so it will be important to really target things which help produce the step changes and underpin longer term self sustaining management systems and income.
The Delivery Plan which follows will show how we intend to do this and spatial and thematic targeting of exisiting and future
resources to see this through.
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